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Abstract
The journey to designing shoes that use irony and mischief of everyday
life in Bangkok to criticize the social-political climate and challenge the
norm. In the act of desacralization while trying not to get arrested with
the problematic criminal code article 112, the Lèse-majesté law of
Thailand.
The design is based on the designer's life growing up in Bangkok. The tax
use priority in Thailand doesn’t reﬂect the life of its people. One of the
most prominent features of Bangkok is its abandoned sidewalks. The
abandonment of infrastructure is part of our lives as well as the feeling
that we can do nothing about it even criticize. As the monarchy of
Thailand turned into the world’s richest monarch by the transfer of our
Crown Property Bureau, it’s impossible for us to not notice the contrast
between the existence of this wealth and the everyday life of its people.
The design presents itself as a commercial utilitarian product that was
created to solve everyday life problems. Ironically, it’s not the solution to
the problems but rather a commentary on its government and tax usage
that disguise as shoes. The element on the shoes is based on the idea of
pulling the Thai public perception of feet being low and disrespectful
when it comes to having Thai ﬂag or higher respectable things on it
toward acceptable grounds and desacralize the institutions in the
process. The goal of the desacralization is a step to reclaim the
democratic society and justice system over the unoﬃcial absolute
monarchy system that emerges since the coups and political crisis by the
end of King Rama 9th and The beginning of Rama 10th.
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“while trying not to get
arrested with the unjust
criminal code article 112,
the Lèse-majesté law of
Thailand”
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The King BAMA
10th is a
Lèse-majesté of
their own
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Introduction How does
the sidewalk
cracks
related to
the
monarchy?
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Growing up
in Bangkok
Growing up in Bangkok, the streets are one of the daily struggles. It’s always
cracked and have trash juice underneath. Everyone in Bangkok had been spilled
by these juice at least once in their lifetime.
It’s superﬁcial solution would be to ﬁxed them. It’s so easy,really. But that has
never been the case. They would come to ﬁx them with some asphalt or irregular
materials that just hide the cracks. Making more bumps on the walking surface
before sending updates to their higher-ups. The old crack is now covered with a
hill of gravel and rubber.

And not just the problem with contractor and the city oﬃce, there’re so many
characters inside this problems. The food cart who doesn’t care about how much
the sidewalk they’re taking for their mobile patio restaurant. The city police who
should be the one to organize and protect the sidewalk use for everyone, but
ended up collecting bribes from these restaurant as they overlook the violation.
The higher-ups who manage these ground police and get a portion of the bribes.
The local government who got the head of this police on payroll. The contractor
who has connection with the local government who always win their job auction
with the city. The national government who help allocate the budget to this local
government and get the support when it comes to elections. The Junta who
turned into the national government and parliament now through their own
chosen senate. The king who approve the Junta to state a coup overthrowing the
elected government.
Everything is a pattern of oppression and corruption that justify by the power of
their superiors. The people are at the base of this pyramids and the sidewalk
cracks are one of the many concrete evidence of the system.
The whole hierarchy of status and respect that boil down to this tower of power is
the real culprit for all this act to be justify and acceptable.
Everyone who got paid by our taxes and still allow this to happen is complicit.

It’s a spoil taste of Bangkok. The lace of proper maintenance can be traced back
to the budget allocation. They don’t have the budget or equipment to maintain
the sidewalk. Their typical solution would be hiring a contractor to build the
whole section of the sidewalk in the next ﬁscal year. Moreover, the lace of
audit,inspection ,and the opaque process and relationship between the city and
the contractor make everything worse.
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Sidewalk cracks are whatever
that’s left from this corrupted
system
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The current status quo
never put its people’s
quality of life as the ﬁrst
priorities.
The ﬁrst priority is always
be the one on top of that
tower. While we are the
one who actually subsidise
this tower through taxes.
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The idea of trail shoes
come from how the
sidewalk cracks are
everywhere and create
a terrain condition that
we need to overcome
everyday.
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The Thai ﬂag has 3 colors. The red
means nation. It never occurred to
me that red represent people.
White means religion. Which we
know it means Thai buddhism. And
exclude other religious belief.
And the blue means The King. It’s
twice the size of others because of
how important it is.
Because there’s monarchy on the
ﬂag, it’s considered as a high and
sacred object. I even has a ﬂag
defamation law.
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Research and
Observations
Love letter to shoes:
Shoes are every piece of my practices coming together.
It’s soft. And it’s also hard.
It’s a lot of things coming together.
It’s sculptural.
It’s ergonomics.
It required a lot of sketching.
And I wanted to become a good sketcher.
It's an expression and extension of self.
It’s cool.
It can solve advanced problems.
It accesses people individually.
It’s a piece of clothing that persisted throughout our civilization and will continue to be as long as we still walk.
However, the ﬁrst reason that has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence in my life is that I wasn’t able to get them when I was young. I believe
that this reason exists throughout the sneakers communities. The feeling of nostalgia and admiration to those who design
shoes grew over years. I still wanted those sneakers that I saw behind the glass display when I was 12 years old.
I wanted to become a designer because I wanted to make things. Shoes were not my goal at the time as I wasn’t good at
sketching. I’ve been doing work in design for many years without knowing how to sketch. I’ve always been able to get around
it using other tools I am good at. Shoes look like mysterious products that require a lot of things that I didn’t know how to
make.
And one day,I got to make them.
Shoes make us think about how we want to handle materials. Sketches of a cool pair of footwear looks more realistic as we
understand how to manipulate materials. It’s an exchange between you and materials. Leather and fabrics react to your will to
manipulate them diﬀerently. Leather is really forgiving. They can stretch and maintain their pristine looking. A lot of the time it’s
more beautiful and stretched. But the down size is that they would be forgiving until the point where they just stop altogether.
They might snak, break, or mess themselves up because you manipulate them too much. On the other hand, fabrics are more
gentle and soft. They are not as strong, so you need to treat them with respect. A lot of your work comes in the form of
planning and making sure every component is planned out before they come together. It’s time consuming and always felt like
you wanted to skip certain steps, skip some pins, use higher temperature to fuse the interfacing. That would end up messing
things up for you. They both interact diﬀerently and need their own respect. That’s why working with them has its magic.
19

The typical sidewalk
condition of Thailand [i1]
20

Knowing your
place in the
society. Why?!
Thai society runs on its seniority. It’s not just about the motto,“respect your elders” ,that spread
throughout eastern cultures. Its goes beyond mutual respect between diﬀerent generations to the
point where the acts of those older ones are justify because of their age and status. It’s the
dynamic of the society that beneﬁts those in powers while neglecting its victim.
The most common example can be seen in Thai educational system. The culture allow teachers to
easily abuse their power over students. Hitting,cursing, and bullying from certain teachers is a
common sighing even when the hitting student was made illegal a decade ago. The severity of the
abuse changes depend on the atmosphere of the government at the time. More democratic
government means student rights and human rights are more steadily upheld. Meanwhile during
the junta government, student rights , let alone human rights, are regularly violated.
When there’s an abuse in school, such as corruptions, unfair treatment, or even worse a sexual
assault from the teacher themselves, students who’s the whistleblower often gets punished ﬁrst for
calling out as it’s a disgrace to their institution before the investigation even begins. The institution
superﬁcial fame is put before its student well-being. The act of the powerless calling out and make
those in powers accountable is viewed as disrespectful. It’s because the younger generation are
making them look bad and that violate their status. It’s like being educated by a children and that
viewed as embarrassment to them.
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School rules are also another tools that make people get used to this status quo. Student uniform
and hairstyle regulation are common among public schools in Thailand. From elementary school to
high school , students would get their hair clipped unwillingly at the start of the moth so that they
would go to a barber or hairdresser after school. It’s a traumatise experience .They believe that
these rules will bring about equality and order in the school. And thus those order will mold the
students into a model citizen when they get out of the school.
Those are BULLS**T. School is supposed to focus on the educational quality and well-being of its
students and these rules doesn’t do anything toward those goals. It’s just a way for those in
powers who are supposed to look after student well-being to blur away the economic diﬀerence
each student has. School uniforms and hairstyle are a cookie cutter that make it more convenient
to overlook students and parents hardship. Some parents would have to pawn their belongings to
buy their kids new school uniform that cost so much more that the casual uniform. They’re the way
that make students get used to the unreasonable rules that they would face in the society once
they graduate.
These rules are non negotiable. Those teachers would asked student who questions these rules if
the wanted to quit and ﬁnd other school that have the rules they agreed with before even start
talking with reasons.
Get used to this unreasonable school rules now ,so you will get used to the more unreasonable
society rule in the future.

Because Thai
society runs on
social hierarchy.
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Calling out those
in powers is view
as disrespectful
even when they
are paid by the
tax money
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Through this wicked system
of blind respect, the one
that this society expected to
have the most responsibility
are those who has no
power, no wealth, and no
opportunities.
They’re expected to be in
their place quietly so that
the upper class can live
their life without having to
bother about their
existence.
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Don’t respect
the elders

The dynamic of unreasonable rules continues as we grow older.The
manager can abuse the employee.The polices can abuse its civilians.
The army personnel can abuse anyone with lower rank than themselves.
They are all in the same way the teacher does to students.
Having problems with someone more powerful and with higher social
status than you is a huge trouble. Shut up, walk away ,and live your life
quietly seems to be the best solutions.
Everyone has their social hierarchy and could do whatever the pleased
to those under them. If you lick their boots enough, you might get some
beneﬁts from them. That seems to be the normal occurrence.

Only respect the
respectable
people
25
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Everything this
social system has
built would come
crashing down on
you if you’re on the
opposite side of the
Junta or the
monarchy.
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Because of the status quo it creates. The system of social hierarchy is a
Jenga tower where the top of the stairs is the monarchy then the
government. The structure of this tower is supported by the layers of
respect system created.
They propaganda the king as a parents of Thai people. This propaganda
is upheld by the family institution, the dynamic in the thai family that the
parents can do no wrong.
They propaganda the king as a god king. This propaganda is justify by
the religious system. Even Thailand is mixed religion, we can see clearly
that the Thai buddhism is the main religious that use in ethics and moral
governing. This make the state a non secular state where the religious
belief violates human rights such as alcohol drinking, abortion, and
justify the killing of people who’re against the monarchy in various
political crisis. It condemn many normal things to be bad and illegal
while justify many abuse. While the monarch give Thai budhist monks
respect,ranks, and salary. Two of which is clearly not align with the
buddhism belief of letting go of worldly possession. The Thai buddhism
help justify the monarchy and its government questionable act morally.
This intricate system support each other and support what’s on top of it
all. There’s no people in this system just like how the ﬂag doesn’t
contain people in its meaning. And when the top of the tower is getting
called out the whole tower work together to defense and destroy those
who use their free speech not only legally but socially,morally,and
illegally.
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The king has recently
brought back the royal
consort position, or the
second wife in additional to
the queen who’s his 4th
oﬃcial wife.
He also have around 20 of
female royal guards.
All of which shared the same
new surname, has high
military rank, and get paid by
tax money.
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Thai buddhism use the rule of ﬁve
precepts to impose various
non-secular law.
One of which is refrain from lust.
The people who have love aﬀair or
polygamy relationship got
sanctioned by a version of this
non-secular law.
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Foot
is
low
31

Head
is
high
32

Cultural signiﬁcance
of body hierarchy

One of the early body hierarchy culture I found in asia is the one in Japan
during 17th century. To root out the Christianity in Japan from the public in
addition from get rid of the religious leader. The authorities use Fumie, the
brass amulet that depict Jesus or Mary to force people to stepped on it.[1]
Because people prayed to pictures of Jesus or Mary, the holiness is in the
pictures. Stepping on Fumie would mean stepping on that holiness. Those
who failed to stepped on are killed or torture.

“1783 Print of the JAPANESE Anti-Christian Trial -

This is merely an example that I found the shared spiritually connection with
the belief of thai body hierarchy.

Fumi-e - Repent or Die Rare [I2]
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Other close example would be in Myanmar during the colonial time. In 1975
under the colonial rule, U Thein Maung fought to impose the rules on
Westerner to remove their shoes on the budhist religion site.[2]
It’s what they though you when you were kid to not wear shoes on religion
site. Maybe it’s because that people pray on the ground. As people followed
and agreed to those rules for a long time, it can be considered disrespectful
when you suddenly violate it for no good reason.
It’s shown that shoes, feet ,and sacrality are connected one way or another
in the region.

Footwearing Prohibited: The Legacy of the ‘Shoe Question’ in Colonial Burma. [I3]

Pray for Myanmar to ﬁght
against their Junta.
35
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Tedx Bangkok :
Freedom of
movement
The people who almost strictly consider
that their head is high are the thai
traditional dance artist.
Through heritage and the respect of their
masters, their head is a sacred place.
When Pichet out an audience shoe on his
head, it sends a powerful message of rebel
and questioning the belief that live within
the art from.
Tedx Bangkok | Freedom of movement | Pichet Klunchun [I4]
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Cultural signiﬁcance of
body hierarchy : For Thais
Feet is low and head is high is what we have always been taught.
Once you’re old enough to walk, people would teach you where
feet shouldn’t be on such as pillows,books,others' heads,tables,
and many more.
The modern logical explanation would be that feet are dirty. It thai
culture, there’s a distinction between outside surfaces and inside
surfaces. You can see on all of the old houses that they have a
small concrete pond for anyone to wash their feet before coming
into their house. It’s right by their front stairs-which act like their
front patio. The house is raised ,almost like the whole house is on
the second ﬂoor because of seasonal ﬂooding in the farm lands.
And they didn’t have shoes at that time. So all the dirt, mud, sand
and everything would be in your house if you don't wash them
ﬁrst. My dad still teaches me to wash my feet when I was a kid
when I come back home, even though we don’t have that washing
pond anymore and we wear shoes and socks all day. That’s just
what my grandfather taught him.
39

But the thing that makes it interesting is not the hygiene. It’s
the implication of it. There's a hierarchy of things that builted
into social structures. The boss is more powerful and mature
than you, thus they’re higher. Teachers are more mature than
students and they’re “teachers”, imagine a great master in
the mountain, thus they’re higher. Books give you
knowledge, thus they’re higher. Pillow is where someone's
head lands, thus it’s higher.
A lot of this hierarchy and narrative exist from various
religious beliefs, mainly Thai buddhism and Hinduism.
Violate this hierarchy would only imply as disrespectful to
those people,institute, belief, or being. And you already know
how much respect means to the stability of these institutions.

But knowing that your head is
high also imply that there’s
something higher that you.
40

Your
=
highness
41

ขาฝาละอองธุลีพระบาทปก
เกลาปก กระหมอม
(Kaa Fa la-ong Tu-lee Pra-bat Pok-Klao
Pok-Kra-Mom)
Meaning : Dear the dust under your feet that’s
on my head
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There’s a special language and words within Thai language.
They are sets of special word used to talk with the monarchy,
especially the king.

Your head is so high.
It’s as high as the King’s dog.

These words reminded us how low we are comparing to
them. We talked to the dust under their feet that are above
our heads. We heard these words daily as the 8 PM palace
propaganda news broadcast everyday. Imagine how it would
be if people keep hearing these dehumanised reference of
themselves for the rest of their lives.
It’s also made worse by the impose of the old way of gesture
used when meet the monarchy. The gesture of praying and
crouching to the ground was abolished a century ago
alongside slave trading in the act to civilise the nation.
As the monarchy grew nearer to the absolute monarchy
government again, this gesture is once again impose on its
people to highlight how sacred and higher they are.
We’re now at the same level with their dogs. Or sometimes
lower.
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The illustrated propaganda about the king’s dog demonstrate the government oﬃcials
meeting along side the dog on the ground[i5]
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The painting depict the unusual gesture of Thai ambassador in 1864 when they visits Napoleon III.
“Jean Léon Gérôme, Réception Des Ambassadeurs Du Siam Par Napoléon III et l’Impératrice Eugénie (1864). [i7]

Rama 8th visits in 1946. The prefer greeting gesture is standing
and bowing. No need to lay on the ground[i6]
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How high is too
high?
When the monarchy and their associate institutions are held too
high, it’s difficult to proportionate their power in the democratic
system.
In other words, we lose the power to participate and have our voice
heard in the system because the dynamic changes from people with
government or the head of state to a group of tyrant or god-king.
The executive, legislative, and judicial powers which supposed to
check and balance each others turned into collaborative powers that
oppress its people.
There’s a place that the monarchy can exist within democratic
system with respect. But right now, the monarch is polarised toward
absolute monarchy system and we need to pulled them to the
democratic path. We need reformation before they abolished
themselves through their own act.That’s why we need to
desacralize the monarchy.
47

The news about the absurd use of article 112 [i8]
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Desacralize
(verb)
De·sa·cral·ize
: to divest of
sacred qualities
or status [3]
49

The higher the
thing, the more
desacralize the
feet can do
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The
Early
Prototypes
51

The political toy
Early prototype#1
The concept emerge as the politician toy that we all familiar with.
The thinking of it was that it’s going to be a normal sight and feeling
when you saw one of these in the gag toy sections.
The body is a stretch armstrong that got repainted with custom
clothes and accessories.
When asking for feedback, it reminds others how the monarchy
represented as a symbol of the nation and also a mascot.
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The lugs of the
street trail shoes
Early prototype#2
The concept move toward shoemaking as Karan realize that it all
can come together as shoes.
This is the early prototype to show a unusual tooling of the shoes
that would required to survive Bangkok.
The sole is made from vacuum forming old shoes sole with clay
sculpted on top.
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First time with
Sneaker uppers
Early prototype#3
This is the prototype of uppers. It’s the proof of concept of blending
the curves and line from the sketches into the real fabric.
It also the ﬁrst time I got to put together fabric shoes as normally
my practice was in leather.
The strict and turn seams are the most challenging feature of this
prototype.
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The cracked
tiles
This is the prototype of street tile that I’m familiar with in
Bangkok.
It’s always cracked and weak. I intentionally make them in
diﬀerent height to simulate how the sand underneath the real
one never make them even.
It allow me to test the injuries that we can get from walking on
these tiles.
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The
Sketches
Sketch that Prof Joseph
demonstrate the way the tooling
would come together
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Early ideation
sketches

Learning from existing shoes and how their lines come together.
The sketches and ideas come together at this early stage
63
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These sketches came from
pulling elements from the
street elements, such as
telephone pole and
concrete barrier.
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These sketches cam from
pulling elements from
diﬀerent source. Such as
the iconic gesture of
Penguin, the activist who
face the judge to took away
his bailing rights and the
democracy monument.
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The
coming
together
Of
concept
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Because of the news
that the government is
making a big deal out of
a bootleg shoes that use
the garuda sign and the
ﬂag on the shoes it
inspire the designer to
rub their wound
The government react to the outrageous bootleg shoes [i9]
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The concept of taking
half of the ﬂag into a
side of shoe came
from the mischief
ideas that it might
triggered the
conservatives.
While reclaim the
meaning of the ﬂag
and express the new
era of representation.
73

Also taking the half of the
ﬂag means it’s not a ﬂag
anymore. So I don’t have to
worry about the ﬂag
defamation law.
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In term of utilitarian design
the research inform the
designer to look into the
injury that occurs from the
uneven surfaces.
The momentum that created
from walking on the streets
is slow and downard. Which
makes the side of the outer
ankle prone to spraining
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The concept with side
ankle support comes
from the test that we
found the way ankle
rolled on sidewalks
that’s diﬀerent from in
the sports injury
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Because of the element that
make it recognisable as thai
art and line. The designer
transform the line from
reference of the garuda and
the giant into lines and try
to understand its ﬂows
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Those elements later turn into
this sketch and later transfer
onto shoes last to determine its
real proportions
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The
Making
:upper
83
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After ﬁguring out the proportion
the pattern is cut out and
determine the stitches and
interfacing each piece needed.
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Pieces are laid on top of others to
determine the stitching
sequence.
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Smaller pieces are stitch onto a
base pieces which is bigger. Then
the bigger pieces are put
together
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Lasting

Side
support is
then
added to
the upper

The
Making
:tooling
95
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The garuda

By abstracting and
reducing. The
garuda is turned
into claw lugs for
trail running.

As The house of Jakri depict
themselves as the avatar of
Vishnu. Garuda turned into the
sign of their vehicle. Stepping on
the redeﬁne garuda lugs is an act
of reclaiming narratives

The garuda
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The QR

The QR is consisted of the link
archive that gather together
the documents that are useful
for people to understand and
desacralize the monarchy.
Such as the paper about How
the CIA help planned Thai
monarchy propaganda
campaign during the cold war
to defeat the communist. It’s
crucial because of the
pro-monarchy people normally
view USA as the intervene who
support the democracy and
oppose the monarchy.
The thread at the ball of the foot is
turned into two QR code square.
One is the invert of the other so
that the code can be read from
both the bottom of the shoes and
from the footprint left on the
ground

The 112
112 is the number of
the article of the
criminal code. It’s
the Lèse-majesté
law that have been
used to silence and
arrest the
oppositions. It has
killed many
innocent people. It’s
the opposite of free
speech.
In this shoes the
number 112 is
turned into roman
numerical, CXII. The
shape of C makes it
possible to put
underneath the heel
to promote rotation.
While X and II help
with traction
between the heel
and the ball.

The
Assembly

105
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The shoes will be
part of the current
generation of the
movement of
reclaiming
narratives and the
movement to
desacralize and
reform the
monarchy
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Dear future thesis people,
Thank you for reading this book.
Good luck with your work.
If you’re anxious, you just need to brought it out of
your head. Do it! Make it! Don’t be scare.
Everyone love your work.
I’m also scared and anxious and procrastinate a lot.
The most in my life actually. But it will pass.
Best,
Karan

